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1 Introduction 

This Proposal gives a description on the immediate towers which will be 
provided as part of the cable car system. 

2 Tower Locations and Design 

Total eight immediate towers will be constructed: five towers (Towers 3 to 7) 
will be located within the Lantau North Country Park and the Proposed 
Lantau North (Extension) Country Park, two will be on Airport Island 
(Towers 2A and 2B) and one (Tower 1) at Tung Chung. Location of the 
towers is shown in Figure 1.1 below. 
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The towers will be in lattice form which is preferred from a constructability 
and engineering perspective. Tower heights range from 18m to 51m. 
Dimensions of base area of the towers within the country park are given in 
Table 2.1 below. Please refer to Appendix A for the current design 
drawings. The steel structure of the towers will have a hot-dipped galvanized 
coating. Its appearance is similar to the existing CLP’s overhead line towers. 
Please refer to Appendix B for the photos taken on site showing the 
appearance and colour of the towers. 

In general, chain link fence and gate (with padlock) will be provided at the 
tower base to ensure the security of the towers during operational stage. 
Lockable panel will also be provided at the entrance of cat-ladder/ staircase. 

Table 2.1  Dimensions of Base Area of Towers in Country Park 

Tower Overall Dimensions of Base Area 

3 12m x 9m 

4 22m x 17m 

5 18m x 17m 

6 14m x 11m 

7 21m x 19m 

Note: (1) The dimensions indicate only the above-ground base area of the towers. 
(2) Since most of the tower bases are not rectangular in shape, the overall 
dimensions show the longest length and width of the individual tower base. 

3 Tower Erection 

Gin pole derrick will be employed for tower erection in the country park. See 
Figure 3.1 below. A gin pole derrick is a derrick without a boom. Its guys 
are so arranged from its top as to permit leaning the mast in any direction. 
The load (e.g. pre-assembled tower section/ panel) is raised and lowered by 
ropes reeved through sheaves or blocks at the top of the mast. 

Normally four anchor points are required for fastening of the gin pole derrick 
to ensure its well anchorage for lifting works. Subject to the site conditions 
(e.g. tower height, ground conditions and inclination), the gin pole derrick 
might need to be erected out of the tower works site while the anchors are to 
be inserted further away from the works site. The exact installation points are 
to be determined prior to the erection of each tower. The installation points 
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will be of small scale and approximately 1.2 x 1.2m will be required at each 
point. The areas will be surveyed by the ecologist to ensure that no rare or 
protected flora species will be affected. The anchor points will be removed 
and the areas will be reinstated where necessary once the tower erection is 
completed. 

Figure 3.1  Gin Pole Components 

 

The installation procedure for the gin pole derrick is outlined below: 

(a) Layout all the anchor coordinates out of the tower works site. 

(b) Dig down into the soil to form a burrow basing on each coordinate. 

(c) Drill a hole into the rock at the centre of the burrow. 

(d) Clean the hole then insert ‘Spannstahl’ Anchor through a piece of 
footplate of 0.8 x 0.8m and into the rock layer about 2.5m depth. 

(e) Install an approximate 50m height of gin pole from foot-piece to 
head-piece connected by a number of steel sections. 

(f) Pull the gin pole upward by helicopter and stand by the wires. 

(g) Install other accessories, such as, hook, winches, pulleys, wire cables, 
sheaves, block and so on. 
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Figure 3.2  Anchor Installation 

 

According to the current work programme, tower erection in the country park 
will be first undertaken at Tower 3 in early May 2005. Please refer to 
Appendix C for the tentative installation locations for gin pole derrick and 
its anchors at Tower 3 and 4. 

4 Rope Work 

Rope pulling work will be followed after the erection of towers. The 
ropeway will be installed with track ropes and hauling rope. The rope work 
between Airport Island Angle Station (AIAS), Nei Lak Shan Angle Station 
(NLSAS) and Ngong Ping Terminal (NPT) will be performed as per the 
following sequence: 

– 2 numbers of track rope from AIAS to NLSAS (namely track rope ‘A’ 
and ‘B’); 

– 2 numbers of track rope from NPT to NLSAS (namely track rope ‘A’ 
and ‘B’); 

– 1 number of hauling rope from AIAS to NPT 

To facilitate the rope pulling work, the following works will be provided 
prior to commencement of the rope pulling. 
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Location Equipment or Temporary Support to be Setup 

(1) For track rope between AIAS and NLSAS 

AIAS (a) Setup of rope pulling machinery and tools 

NLSAS (b) Setup of rope pulling machinery and tools 

Between AIAS and Tower 2B 

across Chek Lak Kok South Road 

(c) Erection of cable-bridge supports (suspended) 

Between Tower 2B and 3 across 

the sea channel 

(d) Setup of safety net by floating barges/ pontoon for erection of 

cable-bridge supports 

(e) Erection of cable-bridge supports (suspended) 

Between Tower 3 and 5 (f) Erection of approximate 12 numbers of rope support 

including 8 rollers (Type A) and 4 gin pole derricks (Type B) 

for pulling each track rope 

(2) For track rope between NLSAS and NPT 

NPT (a) Setup of rope pulling machinery and tools 

Between Tower 6 and NPT (b) Erection of approximate 8 numbers of rope support  

including 4 rollers (Type A) and 4 gin poles derricks (Type B) 

for pulling each track rope 

(3) For hauling rope between AIAS and NPT 

Between Tower 2B and 3 across 

the sea channel 

(a) Erection of rope guide roller supports (suspended) 

Positions of the temporary support are to be designed by the rope pull 
specialist. The supports and other appropriate protection are provided to 
prevent the rope from being dragged on ground or around solid obstacles 
as well as protect the rope from contact with corrosive medium (sea 
water). Please refer to Appendix D for sketches on rope work installation 
principle and arrangement of temporary supports. 

Tentative locations of the temporary rope support between Tower 3 and 5 
and Tower 6 and NPT are shown in Appendix E. As noted above, to carry 
out the rope work in a safe manner, the exact numbers of temporary rope 
support required and their locations are to be determined by the rope pull 
specialist based on the actual site conditions. The rope supports will be 
erected directly under the cableway (wherever possible, on the emergency 
rescue trail/ temporary access). Minor vegetation clearance might be 
required in order to gain safe access for setting up of the temporary rope 
supports. 
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The design of the two types of rope support is shown in Appendix F. The 
roller (Type A) will be placed on ground and approximately 0.5 x 1m will 
be required at each location. As for the gin pole derrick (Type B), it will 
require normally four anchors for installation. The anchors will be fixed on 
rocks wherever possible or installed underground. See Section 3 also for 
the erection of the gin pole derrick. 

To ensure that no rare or protected flora species will be affected by the 
setting up of temporary rope supports, the areas will be surveyed by the 
ecologist. All temporary supports will be removed and the areas will be 
reinstated where necessary after completion of the rope work. 

According to the current work programme, the rope work will commence 
in September 2005 and is expected to be completed by January 2006. 

5 Impacts and Proposed Mitigation Measures 

5.1 Water Quality 

Water quality concerns associated with the construction of the towers mainly 
relate to the protection of water gathering ground and streams within the 
country park. 

Proper drainage facilities as detailed in the Temporary Drainage Systems 
Proposal will be provided at tower sites to control the construction 
wastewater. There will be single or double bund wall at lower level of the 
site to stop runoff and a sedimentation tank of adequate capacity to treat the 
wastewater generated on site. 

5.2 Ecology, Visual and Landscape 

Approximate habitat loss arising from the tower construction is presented in 
Table 5.1 below. The impact on habitats will be primarily on the developed 
area, grassland and low shrub which are previously identified in the EIA 
Report as of low ecological importance. Actual permanent habitat loss is 
dependent on the final design of tower footings and the area taken by E&M 
installations. Land used temporarily will be fully restored upon completion 
of the works. 

Reinstatement of the existing ground profile and vegetation beneath and 
around the towers is considered to be the best landscape mitigation in 
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minimizing the potential visual impact, as there is no means of screening the 
towers. Visual impact had also taken into account in deciding the colour of 
the tower. The areas around the tower footings will be properly landscaped 
upon project completion. As detailed in the Landscape Plan, hydroseeding 
will be carried out and native woodland species mix will be planted for 
screening the footings. 

Table 5.1  Approximate Habitat Loss arising from Tower Construction 

Habitat Description and 

Location 

Permanent Loss 

Area (ha) 

Temporary Loss 

Area (ha) 

Total (ha) 

Grassland Tower 6 0.09 0.05 0.14 

  Total 0.09 0.05 0.14 

Low shrub Tower 3 0.09 0.05 0.14 

  Tower 4 0.09 0.05 0.14 

  Tower 5 0.09 0.05 0.14 

  Tower 7 0.09 0.05 0.14 

  Total 0.36 0.29 0.56 

Developed area Tower 1 0.09 0.07 0.16 

  Tower 2A 0.05 0.09 0.14 

  Tower 2B 0.08 0.06 0.14 

  Total 0.22 0.22 0.44 

Total Loss   0.67 0.56 1.14 

Note: The Table provides an approximate indication of the potential habitat loss. The 
values listed are based on the immediate footprint of the permanent works and their 
respective anticipated construction areas. 
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6 Appendices 

Appendix A – Design drawings 

Drawing No. Title 

5210/B/06/LPT/A24/007A Tower 7 Layout 

5210/B/06/LPT/A24/006A Tower 6 Layout 

5210/B/06/LPT/A24/005A Tower 5 Layout 

5210/B/06/LPT/A24/004A Tower 4 Layout 

5210/B/06/LPT/A24/003A Tower 3 Layout 

Appendix B – Site photos showing appearance and colour of towers 

Appendix C – Tentative installation locations for gin pole derrick & anchors 

Appendix D – Sketches on rope work installation principle & arrangement 
of temporary supports 

Appendix E – Tentative locations of temporary rope support within the 
country park 

Appendix F – Design of temporary rope support 

Appendix G – Landscape Planting Plans for Towers 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 

 



Appendix B 
Site Photos Showing Appearance and Colour of Towers 
Photo 1 – Tower 3 (as of June 2005) 

 
 
Photo 2 – Tower 3 (as of June 2005) 

 



Photo 3 – Tower 2B 

 

 



Photo 4 – Tower 2A 

 
 



Appendix C 
Tentative Installation Locations for Gin Pole Derrick and Anchors 
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